The paper presents a solution to one of the basic problems of computational geodesy -conversion between Cartesian and geodetic coordinates on a biaxial ellipsoid. The solution is based on what is known in the literature as "latitude equation". The equation is presented in three different parameterizations commonly used in geodesy -geodetic, parametric (reduced) and geocentric latitudes. Although the resulting equations may be derived in many ways, here, we present a very elegant one based on vectors orthogonality. As the "original latitude equations" are trigonometric ones, their representation has been changed into an irrational form after Fukushima (1999Fukushima ( , 2006. Furthermore, in order to avoid division operations we have followed Fukushima's strategy again and rewritten the equations in a fractional form (a pair of iterative formulas). The resulting formulas involving parametric latitude are essentially the same as those introduced by 
Introduction
There is a lot of space devoted to the problem of conversion between Cartesian and geodetic coordinates in the geodetic literature. This paper is yet another example, except that, it presents a very elegant geometric concept leading to the solution that arose outside the geodetic community (Nurnberg 2006) . The paper presents not only the geometric concept which was intended to find the distance from a point to an ellipse/ellipsoid but also its considerable numerical improvements and adjustment to geodetic applications. This enhancement leads to various "latitude equations" depending on the parameterization of the ellipsoid involved. The resulting equations are solved effectively with Newton * E-mail: marcin.ligas@agh.edu.pl and Halley's methods after Fukushima (2006) . In fact, this work extends Fukushima's algorithms (Fukushima 2006) to geodetic and geocentric parameterizations of the ellipsoid.
The relations tying Cartesian and geodetic coordinates may be expressed as follows (e.g. Heiskanen and Moritz 1967): x = (N + h) cos ϕ cos λ (1a)
where: x, y, z -Cartesian coordinates of a point P ϕ, λ, h -geodetic coordinates of the point P, latitude, longitude and ellipsoidal height, respectively N = As it may be seen the transformation (ϕ, λ, h) → (x, y, z) is a straightforward task to do. On the contrary, the transformation from (x, y, z) to (ϕ, λ, h) carries some load of difficulty. The exception to the latter is to find the longitude on the basis of (x, y) (Vermeille 2004) and the geodetic latitude for h = 0. These may be expressed as: longitude (formulas for any h) 
Geodetic latitude (h = 0)
Equation 4 is used in those methods of converting Cartesian to geodetic coordinates where an intermediate step of finding the projection of a point of interest P onto the surface of the ellipsoid along the normal is involved (e.g. Lin and Wang 1995, Zhang et al. 2005) . In general, if h ̸ = 0 then there is no simple transformation from (x, y, z) to (ϕ, λ, h).
The geodetic literature is full of solutions to the problem which are either approximate (different iterative formulas) see e.g: Heiskanen and Moritz (1967) , Bowring (1976) , Fukushima (1999 Fukushima ( , 2006 , Lin and Wang (1995) , Feltens (2008) or exact (solution to a quartic equation) e.g: Borkowski (1987) , Hedgley (1976) , Vermeille (2002) .
Despite the plethora of solutions to the problem we would like to broaden this already vast part of computational geodesy with some algorithms concerning the problem.
Basic Formulas
An ellipse centered at the origin has the parameterization r 0 (ξ) = [x(ξ), y(ξ)] (at this stage we do not differentiate between various parameterizations: geodetic, geocentric and parametric latitude).
Any point P is represented by the vector r = [x, y] . The shortest distance between the point P and the ellipse will be obtained when the scalar product between the vector r-r 0 (ξ) and the tangent vector r ′ 0 (ξ) will be equal to zero (see Fig. 1 ), this may be expressed as:
Equation 5 leads to a nonlinear equation with respect to the unknown parameter ξ. After solving this equation with respect to ξ Nurnberg (2006) uses |r-r 0 (ξ)|to find the shortest distance between a point P and the ellipse.
In order to adjust this general idea to geodetic applications we use parametric (reduced) latitude ψ, geodetic latitude ϕ, and geocentric latitude u as the parameter ξ in Eq. 5. Due to the symmetry of a rotational ellipsoid the problem of conversion is solved on a meridian section (p = √ x 2 + y 2 , z). To find a suitable expression for geodetic height h we use various modifications of Eq. 6 (see e.g. Borkowski 1989 ):
Since, it is well known that the use of trigonometric functions slows down algorithms considerably; we limited their use by applying the same substitution as Fukushima did (Fukushima 1999 (Fukushima , 2006 ;
t ξ = tan ξ, cos ξ = 1
Hence, trigonometric equations resulting directly from Eq. 5 are treated as a basis for deriving more efficient form of equations (irrational form) to be solved, and although they are presented in the text they will not take part in the algorithms' efficiency test.
Also, due to reasons of comparison to the most efficient algorithm known nowadays developed by Fukushima (2006) we split the irrational form of the equations (with respect to tangent of latitude) into a pair of iterative formulas with respect to S and C (sine and cosine of latitude). Due to the fact that one of the resulting algorithms (parametric latitude involved) is nothing but Fukushima's one, the purpose of the paper is to check whether it is the most efficient parameterization or perhaps remaining ones are equally efficient and in case of geodetic latitude the most natural.
Numerical methods involved
In order to solve the nonlinear equations resulting from various parameterizations of the latitude equation we shall apply the second -order Newton and the third -order Halley's methods (after Newton's method
Halley's method
where: are presented for the sake of consistency of the entire algorithms' derivation flow line and will not be the subject of comparisons in the following section. This is mainly due to an overload with trigonometric functions. Next, more appealing algorithms will be presented, to begin with the abovementioned algorithms rewritten in an irrational form by the substitution defined by Eqs. 7. These are presented twofold, in a direct form derived from the basic algorithms A1, A2, A3 and in a nondimensionalized (unitless) form in order to avoid potential under/over flow when executing algorithms (Hedgley 1976 , Fukushima 2006 . Unitless variants of the algorithms are named as A1n, A2n, A3n (n -normalized) and will be the subject of mutual comparisons as to the speed and accuracy. A1n, A2n, A3n will be solved both with Newton (N) and Halley's (H) methods. Next in order are the algorithms derived from A1n, A2n, A3n (for N and H) by replacing t ξ with S ξ /C ξ (Fukushima 2006) . This leads to two independent iterative formulas solving the conversion problem. These algorithms are called A1nSC, A2nSC, A3nSC (N and H) and will be compared with one another and with A1n, A2n, A3n (N and H). Algorithm A1 -"latitude" equation in terms of parametric (reduced) latitude (ξ = ψ)
where:
ϕ is directly obtained through the iteration process
In order to avoid the use of trigonometric functions the algorithms are rewritten in terms of substitution defined by Eqs. 7 and in this way resulting in irrational equations solved with respect to t ξ . Their mutual similarity made it possible to present them in a general form:
where: for the parametric latitude: (dimensionalized):
Algorithms A1Nn, A1Hn (non -dimensionalized, divided by a 2 ):
for the geodetic latitude: (dimensionalized):
Algorithms A2Nn, A2Hn (non -dimensionalized, divided by a):
for the geocentric latitude: (dimensionalized):
Algorithms A3Nn, A3Hn (non -dimensionalized, divided by a):
Iterative process for the above -listed algorithms will be executed with Newton's method Eq. 8 (A1Nn, A2Nn, A3Nn) and Halley's one Eq. 9 (A1Hn, A2Hn, A3Hn 
General formula for the Newton's method in a fractional form is then given by:
Algorithms A1NnSC, A2NnSC, A3NnSC
General formula for the Halley's method in a fractional form is given by:
Algorithms A1HnSC, A2HnSC, A3HnSC
which simplifies to: for the parametric latitude:
for the geodetic latitude:
for the geocentric latitude: 
for the geocentric latitude: The adopted reference ellipsoid was GRS80. All algorithms were tested on two height ranges. The first one from -10 to 10 km with the step of 12.5 m (Case A) and the second one from 0 to 36 000 km with the step of 12.5 km (Case B Table 1 . CPU times are scaled to A1NnSC algorithm (A1 in fractional form solved with Newton's method). Table 1 (2006) . Whilst interpreting the timing results one must remember that there are always other processes running on computers in the background and this is the reason that timings of the same numerical procedure may vary from one run to another. Thus, a small differences between the timings should be treated as negligible.
As far as the stability of the presented algorithms is concerned the explanation provided by Fukushima (2006) is fully valid here due to the fact of similarly looking equations that make up the new algorithms. Also the numerical tests did not reveal any singularities for the points tested (millions of points).
Conclusions
We have presented new algorithms, in the sense of various parameterizations, to transform Cartesian to geodetic coordinates. Although the use of iterative numerical methods to solve various "latitude" equations it turns out that they can be used in non -itera- Hedgley D.R., 1976, An exact transformation from geocentric to geodetic coordinates for nonzero altitudes, NASA TR
Introduction
In case of a huge industrial project, certain geodetic aspects should be considered for surveying engineering applications. The excavation of various layers of soil during the construction of a subway line affects the local gravity field. As the gravity field serves as the local reference frame of the simultaneously performed vertical control measurements, it affects the results of vertical measurements. In the study, gravity field variations due to the excavation of the new subway line of Budapest, Metro4 is analysed from the aspect of the accompanying surveying tasks, particularly the vertical control measurements. * E-mail: fl@sci.fgt.bme.hu
Theoretical background
In case of excavating tunnels, deformations on the surface are expected to be accompanied. Furthermore, the removal of a notable amount of bed rock and soil changes the local mass distribution, hence it changes the structure of the gravity field too. Therefore, the observed height variation of repeated levelling measurements, δH is influenced not only by the actual deformation, but also an apparent deformation due to the change of the gravity field by time. The observed height variation is thus formulated as (Biró 1983) :
where δh is the actual surface deformation, δH is the change in orthometric height, and δNis the change of the geoid undulation due to the mass variation. (Temporal variation between two Figure 1 . The deformation of the equipotential surfaces occurs due to (1) the tunnelling and (2) vertical deformations. The arrows visualize those gravitational effects, which are cancelled due to the mass removal.
epochs, t 0 and t 1 is henceforth noted by the symbol δ throughout this study.) The change of the geoid undulation does affect the height measurements, but means no actual deformation, so it has no effect on the neighbouring structures, buildings. Still, its appearance affects the geometrical levelling.
The change of the geoid undulation by time, δN in Eq.
(1) can be derived as (Strang van Hees 1977 , Heck 1982 , Sjöberg 1982 , Biró 1983 , Sjöberg 1987 , Biró et al. 1986 ):
(2) In Eq. (2) R is a the mean Earth radius, γ is the normal gravity, δg is the change of gravity anomaly in time, S(ψ) is the Stokes function with ψ being the spherical distance between the source point and the point of evaluation, dσ = cos ϕdϕdλ is an infinitely small surface element on the unit sphere, ϕ and λ refers to the latitude and the longitude. The derivation of Eq. (2) is presented in Appendix A based on Biro et al. (1986) and Biro (1983) .
The terms on the right hand side of Eq. (2) consist of two independent sources of mass variations: 1) deformation of the equipotential surface due to the mass loss corresponding to the tunnelling, 2) deformation of the equipotential surface due to the actual vertical displacement of the physical surface (c.f. Fig. 1 
In Eq. (3) r refers to the distance between mass element and the point of evaluation, and k is the gravitational constant. In the followings a single height difference between stations A and B with repeated levelling measurements performed at times t 0 and t 1 is considered (c.f. Fig. 2 ). The temporal variation of the geoid undulation between the two stations can be defined as the difference of the temporal changes in each point:
The measured vertical displacement is interpreted as the temporal change of the observed height difference:
Then the relationship between change of geoid undulation and observed vertical displacement can be derived from the equations above as follows (c.f. Biró 1983, Eq. (212.5) on page 31):
In this equationg B refers to the mean gravity between levels of A and B along the plumb line through point B. This is approximately equal to the gravity at the half of the H AB height difference. Derivation of Eq. (6) can be found in Appendix B.
In the present study the effect of the excavation on the level surfaces was estimated based on Eqs. (3)- (6) for the newly constructed subway line of Budapest, the Metro 4 line. The integral of Eq. (3) was approximated by a summation over mass elements.
A preceding study has already been presented by Égető and Föld-váry (2011) , where the effects of vertical displacements due to the tunnelling were neglected. In the present study, actual vertical displacements based on the vertical monitoring measurements were included to the analysis.
Data
The 
Calculations for Metro 4
First a 3D geometry model of the tunnels and of the stations was determined based on the longitudinal sections. The corresponding mass model of the excavated soil has been derived by using the soil density data. The resolution of the mass model was 30 cm, i.e. the tunnel was decomposed into cubes with 30 cm long edges.
Using this mass model, its effect on the equipotential surfaces can be determined by Eq. (3). For that, points of evaluation are defined. The points of evaluation were defined to be 1 m above the benchmarks of the vertical control levelling lines (c.f. peated levelling measurements, the value of the 1 m was added to the heights of the benchmarks in order to roughly simulate a typical instrument height.
Then the strict formulas of rectangular prisms (c.f., Holstein 2003 , Nagy et al. 2000 were simplified to simple point masses, and Eq. (3) was used. The accuracy loss due to this simplification was verified by Égető and Földváry (2013) , and it was found to cause negligible difference. Along the subway line there are altogether 10 subway-stations (the term "subway-station" is used instead of "station" to avoid confusion with gravimetric stations or surveying markings). In Fig. 3 at the subway-stations there is a gap, since it was modelled separately from the tunnel. In case of the subwaystations, the exact rectangular prism formula was used. The mass removals due to excavation along the tunnels and in the subwaystations were summed, resulting in an estimate of the effect of the excavation only. Thus no vertical displacements were assumed to occur at this stage (i.e. the right hand side of Eq. (2) is simplified to its first term).
Subsequently, the gravity value was interpolated from the neighbouring gravity data to each point of evaluation, and for every single height differences of the levelling line the effect of the tunnelling on the measurements was determined by Eq. (6). The obtained effect is presented in Fig. 5 . As the effect was calculated along many levelling lines, they are separated by grey vertical dashed lines in the figure.
In the next step, the effect of the actual vertical movements on the gravity field has been determined, i. tunnelling on the levelling (c.f. Fig. 5 ) is in the µm order. The observed subsidence has an even smaller effect on the level surface 1 m above, in the order of 0.01 µm (c.f. Fig. 6 ).
In the present case, the observed vertical deformations are small, showing some millimetres subsidence and uplift only. Among the observed deformations at the 223 benchmarks, in 166 cases the deformation is less than ±5 mm. Only in 3 cases the deformation was found to be more than 20 mm (−50 mm, −36 mm and −27 mm), the rest of the observed vertical deformations is within ±16 mm, and shows a normal distribution. As this amount of vertical motion is quite small, and was found not to be relevant subsidence, further investigations are performed for reliable simulated cases in the next section.
Simulation of the effect of the subsidence on equipotential surfaces
From Fig. 6 it is obvious that the effect of the subsidence on level surfaces is negligible in the case of Metro4. In order to generalize the conclusion on negligibility of this effect, different reliable scenarios are tested.
The subsidence due to the tunnelling takes place over a large area, depending on the depth of the tunnelling and of the internal friction angle of the soil (c.f. Fig. 7 ).
The internal friction angle, ϕ varies between the theoretical 0°and about 35°, ranging values between 0°and 10°for clay and silt, between 15°and 25°for sand and between 20°and 35°for gravel (Look 2007) . Considering such internal friction angles, the tunnelling at a depth of H causes vertical surface deformation over a radius between H and 2H. According to that, the modelled subsiding area was defined by a maximal radius of 100 m corresponding to more than 50 m in depth in gravel.
Theoretically, the shape of the subsidence can be approximated by a bell curve (Széchy 1966). However, in real cases the subsidence is governed by local effects, so the de facto subsidence rarely shapes a bell. In the lack of any generalizable realistic models, in the present study the bell curve shape is used.
The depth of the subsidence depends on several parameters, including the size of tunnelling, the soil, the building technology, etc. It is so variable that instead of analytical choice of depth values, reliable orders of magnitude of subsidence are taken. The analysed subsidence values are 1 mm, 10 mm and 100 mm.
The model has considered two cases: subsidence due to a point mass change and subsidence due to mass change along a line. These arrangements are visualized in Fig. 8 . (Note, that this figure is for visualization purposes only. As different subsidence values are tested in the study, no scale for the vertical axis is presented. The horizontal axes are also not scaled, since that would be misleading: the actual resolution of the model is much finer, than the presented resolution, which is just defined for the visualization.) In the first case the effect was modelled by a circular subsidence with maximal value at its centre exactly above the mass anomaly. Different estimates of the effect were determined by varying the maximal subsidence and the extension radius of the subsided area. With these two parameters a bell curve was defined that at the radius of the extension it reaches the 3σ probability. The derived subsidence model was then approximated by a fine set of orthogonal columns, and the effect of each prism was calculated by the exact rectangular prism formula (Holstein 2003) .
In the second case, the linear excavation was considered to occur along one of the horizontal axes. The bell curve is the characteristic of the profile of the subsidence, perpendicularly to the line of tunnelling. The profile was defined similarly to the point mass case, by free parameters of the maximal subsidence and of the extension radius (as in this case the subsidence is not circular, but a stripe, 'extension half-distance' would be a more exact term for this case). By having the subsidence profile in 2D, it is extended along the direction of tunnelling by setting the size of the prisms to 'large' values along the subsidence axis. In order to be rigorous, the value of convergence with increasing length was determined by Richardson-extrapolation.
In both cases, the calculation is evaluated 1 m above the surface, similarly to the former assumption, i.e. the levelling instrument height is modelled with this altitude. Since the maximal displacement of the level surfaces occurs above the mass anomaly, the calculation is presented in this singular point. The results are shown in Fig. 9 for the point mass case and Fig. 10 for the linear tunnelling case. The maximal effect can be detected in the extreme case of having an infinitely long linear subsidence with maximal value of 10 cm, vanishing gradually along a bell curve at a distance of 100 m. Even in this case, the level surfaces have maximal displacement in the µm range.
All in all, the effect is found to be negligible for most cases. According to Eq. (6), this effect is differentiated, so it is even smaller in case of a height difference.
Note, that the reality can be extremely different from the simulated cases. Much larger subsidence can be assumed, due to some additional, local circumstances. When obvious holes appear in the test region, then the effect can be relevant. However, in such cases the emphasis is not on the precise engineering surveying tasks, but on surveying tasks of prevention of landslides or building damages.
Discussion
Classical surveying techniques are tied to the horizontal and vertical directions. As so, the local features of the gravity field implic- itly have an essential impact on the surveying tasks. However, the gravity field is changing by time. As gravity is partially composed of the gravitation of the surrounding masses, mass variations in the vicinity generate changes in the gravity field, causing changes in the local horizontal and vertical direction. Several constructions involve notable motion of soil mass. Large earthworks are often requires horizontal and vertical monitoring to prevent damages. And just such cases can be influenced by the change of the reference frame, i.e. the local horizontal and vertical directions.
In the study, the effect of the excavation of a subway line was investigated. Based on exact information on the new subway line of Budapest, the effect of the gravity field variations on the levelling measurements was found to be in the range of some µm, which is generally negligible.
As the actual vertical deformation in the case of Metro4 was found to be very small, theoretical scenarios of vertical deformation were also analysed and found to be negligible in all cases.
As long the earthwork does not exceed the excavation of the presented subway line, the variations of the gravity field have only theoretical effect on the accompanying surveying measurements. 
APPENDIX A Derivation the formula for the true vertical displacement
Since most of the literature, which has developed the formula for the true vertical displacement is not widely available or not written in English (e.g. Strang van Hees 1977 , Heck 1982 , Sjöberg 1982 , Biró 1983 , Biró et al. 1986 , Sjöberg 1987 , and since the corresponding formulae, namely Eq. (2) and Eq. (6) are not trivial, it is worth to deduce them. The formulation is introduced according to Biró (1983) and Biró et al. (1986) . Note that this way of derivation the formulae is not the only option; other authors derive the same result in more or less different ways (Strang van Hees 1977 , Heck 1982 . shows an arbitrary point P in its original position at the Earth's surface before the displacement at time t = t 0 . The potential surface, W = W P passes through the point. There is a displacement assumed to occur between t 0 and a subsequent time t 1 . The displacement, δh physically shifts by the point P to P ′ . The displacement of the ground means mass redistribution, which causes changes in the gravity field as well. The change of the gravity field during this time span is noted by δW = W (t 1 ) − W (t 0 ), which is in the original point P results in a new potential value, W P (t 1 ) = W P (t 0 )+δW . There is a point Q along the plumbline passing through P, where the value of the potential after the displacement coincidently becomes equal to the potential value in P before the displacement, i.e. W Q (t 1 ) = W P (t 0 ). The distance between P and Q shows the shift of the level surface by time, i.e. δN. The shift of the level surface from P to Q means that the vertical reference has been changed, and subsequent levelling measurements can detect δH instead of the actual δh. Figure 11 also gives a visual explanation for Eq.
(1).
The potential value at t 1 in P is
It can also be defined through a linear approximation based on the potential in point Q: 
Since the investigation deals with generally slight variations, g Q . = g P is a good approximation both in t 0 and t 1 . The change of gravity in Q is
Assuming the gravity field to be homogeneous between Q and P (before the displacement) and between Q and P ′ (after the displacement), linear approximation of g Q (t 1 ) and g Q (t 0 ) can be obtained by expansion into series:
Supposing that
, and inserting Eqs. (A5) and (A6) to Eq. (A4) the following formula can be derived:
Considering the left hand side of Eq. (A3) and the right hand side of Eq. (A7) the following differential equation is gained:
In Eq. (A8) quantities at the right hand side can be observed, since δg = g P ′ (t 1 ) − g P (t 0 ) is the time variation of the gravity in P, and δH is the levelled change in height. The vertical gravity gradient, ∂g ∂h can be approximated by neglecting the Earth's flattening, for the gravity field of a sphere with radius R and spherically symmetric mass distribution is the following form:
Inserting Eq. (A9) and using δg = g P ′ (t 1 ) − g P (t 0 ) for the change in gravity, Eq. (A8) becomes:
As the right hand side is considered to be known from measurements, this linear differential equation is suitable for to serve as a boundary condition written for the displaced level surface, for the determination of δW Q . As a zero order solution of the third boundary value problem, Stokes' integral is given for the surface of a simplified Earth (sphere with radius R):
By applying the Bruns formula on Eq. (A11), and separating by the two terms of the integrand, Eq. (2) is obviously derived.
APPENDIX B Derivation the formula for observed height differences due to true vertical displacement
The derivation of Eq. (6) is presented here, which is performed according to Biró (1983) . Let us consider levelling observations before and after deformation between stations A and B according to
Fig. 2. Temporal variation of geoid undulation difference at points
A and B is δN AB , and the observed vertical displacement is δH AB , which are defined by Eqs. (4) and (5), respectively. The height difference, H AB at these two epochs can be written as
) .
(A13)
In Eqs. (A12) and (A13) W i ( t j ) refers to the potential at point i at the time t j , the symbol δ refers to temporal variation of a quantity from t 0 to t 1 , andg B is the mean gravity along the plumb line through point B between level surfaces of A and B. The change in the vertical displacement using Eq. (A12) and Eq. (A13) can be explained as:
The last two terms on the right hand side of Eq. (A14) may be simplified considering 
(A16) By substitution of (A3) and (3) to the first term of the right hand side of Eq. (A16), Eq. (6) is derived.
Introduction
Today the Earth's surface and its geometric height above the selected reference ellipsoid (the geodetic height) can be regarded as known quantities as determined by satellite positioning, and, in particular from Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) data. However, the geoid, which for most countries is the primary vertical reference surface, cannot be provided from such data. For those countries the orthometric height (primarily determined by levelling) defines the height system as the height above the defined geoid model. For many countries the national height networks are rather sparse, and densifying heights by GNSS-levelling is a versatile technique. This technique needs the adopted geoid model, and along with that GNSS positioning improves, the quality of the geoid model has usually become the limiting factor for such height determination. The world-wide task of the geodetic community today to determine "the 1-cm geoid" is not easy, in particular in mountainous regions, as there is a major problem stemming from the geoid dependence on the only partly known topographic mass distribution, and this problem occurs also in determining orthometric heights.
In 1945 M. S. Molodensky (Molodensky et al. 1962 ) suggested substituting the geoid and orthometric height by the concepts of the quasigeoid and normal height, a brilliant idea to avoid the above problem with the topographic mass distribution. Since then former Soviet Union states and most of additional European states have changed their height systems to normal heights related with a quasigeoid surface.
In many countries today the qualities of the geoid and quasi-geoid models limit the use of GNSS-levelling, i.e. the technique to do levelling by GNSS and a gravimetric geoid model. Looking into the future, we may expect large improvements in GNSS technology for accurate positioning, which will increase the need for even more accurate geoid models. In parallel, the global and regional gravity field data will be known with much higher accuracy and density then today, which will be of great benefit for accurate geoid and quasi-geoid modelling. This is particularly the case if such development goes hand in hand with the necessary improvements in geoid computational techniques with thorough corrections for all types of errors and optimal combination of various data types (cf. Ågren and Sjöberg 2012) .
Let us now imagine that all such errors are reduced to nearly zero, but the uncertainty in the topographic density distribution remains. Is the normal height concept attached with the quasi-geoid then the right way to go? Or are there also other limitations in the two approaches that make this choice less evident? According to Vanicek et al. (2012) it is so, as Molodensky's method is based on a geometric technique of integrating gravity over the Earth's surface (or, more precisely a smoothed version of it; the telluroid), which is too rough a surface in many regions to be a practical tool for accurate quasigeoid determination. On the other hand, there could also be other, more attractive, alternatives to compute the quasigeoid.
Below we will discuss the two future alternatives for a precise vertical reference surface: the geoid or the quasi-geoid? The answer to the question is definitely very important to most countries, as the longer they wait to change system (if this is the choice), the more complicated and costly it will certainly be. And, in any case, each country deserves being confident in its choice of height system for the future.
The geoid
The geoid is an important tool for geophysical interpretation, etc., but this aspect is not at stake in this article. Here we will only consider it as a technical reference surface for height systems.
Gravimetric geoid modelling is based on Stokes' formula (Stokes 1849), which integrates the gravity anomaly on a sphere, approximating the Earth's surface, to provide the geoid height, i.e. the height of the geoid above the reference ellipsoid. In modern techniques, Stokes' formula is modified in various ways, primarily for taking into account an Earth Gravitational Model (EGM) for representing the long wavelengths of the geoid, while, more or less, only short wavelengths are determined by surface gravity (e.g., Sjöberg 2003b).
The application of Stokes' formula requires a number of corrections to the primarily determined surface gravity anomaly data. As the formula is performed on a sphere, and it does not allow masses external to the sphere, the data must be a) corrected for the topographic effect on gravity anomaly (direct topographic effect on gravity anomaly), b) corrected for the atmospheric effect (direct atmospheric effect) and c) reduced from the Earth's surface to the sphere (the downward continuation, dwc, effect). After these reductions to the gravity anomaly, Stokes' formula yields the cogeoid, which needs to be corrected for the removed topographic and atmospheric effects (indirect topographic and atmospheric effects) and for the approximation of sea level by a sphere rather than an ellipsoid (ellipsoidal effect) to provide the geoid height. It is important to remember that also in the modified Stokes formula, the EGM reduction to the sphere needs corrections for direct and indirect topographic and atmospheric effects. The above technique for removing the effects of the external masses was originally called regularization of the geoid, resulting in the co-geoid or regularized geoid (Heiskanen and Moritz 1967, p. 289) . Due to the mass shifts, the level surfaces have changed, which calls for two corrections (the primary and secondary indirect effects) to the co-geoid to finally reach the geoid. Today, this type of geoid determination is included in the more general term remove-compute-restore (rcr) technique for geoid determination. Although there are different versions of the rcr geoid estimator, it can generally be presented as follows:
where R is the mean Earth radius, γ 0 is normal gravity on the reference ellipsoid, S L (ψ) is the modified Stokes formula with geocentric angle ψ as argument, σ 0 is the cap of integration around the computational point,
and the remaining correction terms in the bracket [] are in order the direct gravity anomaly effects of the topography, atmosphere and ellipsoid-to-sphere, δN T dir,M is the direct topographic effect on the geoid of the EGM, and the last three terms are the indirect effects on the geoid of the topography, atmosphere and sphereto-ellipsoid correction. In practice, some of these terms are usually neglected. [Note that in Eq. (1) the direct topographic effect refers to the gravity anomaly and not to the gravity attraction, which is more common in the rcr models. This leads to that the commonly added secondary indirect effect does not apply.] The indices Mand L are the maximum degrees of the EGM and the modification of Stokes formula, respectively.
To keep the direct and indirect topographic effects small, they usually do not act on the complete attraction of the topographic masses, but on its difference to a compensation mass model located on or below sea level. By this trick one achieves both the original need for the DTE in removing the effect of the forbidden topographic masses, and a reduction of its magnitude. This reduction is dependent on the choice of compensation model, e.g., Helmert's 2 nd method of condensation. To avoid systematic errors in the geoid process, the same compensation model must be used also for the indirect topographic effects.
Alternatively, the modified Stokes formula can be computed preliminary without the gravity anomaly corrections above, and each correction is added afterward as a combined effect of direct and indirect effects. This is the case in the KTH approach called Least Squares Modification of Stokes formula with Additive corrections (LSMSA; Sjöberg 2003a and 2003b) :
where s n and Q L n are so-called modification parameters (chosen to minimize the error of the geoid estimator) and the Molodensky truncation coefficients, respectively. Moreover,
are the additive corrections. Hence, the first row of Eq. (2a) is the modified Stokes formula, which uses the original EGM and gravity anomaly data. The second row of the equation consists of the additive corrections. For more details, see, e.g., Sjöberg (2003b) .
Some advantages of the LSMSA method are that
• it uses least squares to minimize the effects of errors in the data and truncation.
• the method becomes more flexible, as the additive corrections can be added whenever the data for them becomes available. (It means that the repetition of the main computational steps can be avoided.)
• some additive corrections are much easier to compute than the corresponding direct and indirect effects.
• The direct and indirect effects are consistently combined into an effect on the geoid height. (This means also that the topographic compensation is meaningless.)
Assuming a constant topographic density ρ (e.g., 2.67 g/cm 3 ) the combined topographic effect on the geoid height (the direct plus the indirect topographic effects), called the topographic bias by Sjöberg (2007a) , can be determined by the simple formula
For Mount Everest this effect is of the order of 9.8 m.
Sjöberg (2004) used Eq. (3) to estimate the error in the geoid determination caused by the uncertainty in the topographic density. As the formula is directly proportional to the density, an uncertainty in this parameter of 10% may range to about 1 m for the highest mountain. At the elevations of 1 and 3 km the uncertainties become 1 and 11 cm, respectively. Although the assumption of a 10% error in density variation from the normal mean value may be pessimistic, these figures still show that this error source could be significant already for the 1-cm geoid model in mountainous regions. These error estimates are larger than those reported by Martinec (1998) and Vanicek et al. (2012) , and the reason for this discrepancy is that our estimates are based on the total topographic effect, while the cited estimates only refer to the uncertainty in either the DTE or the (primary) indirect effect, which are only part of the error and they vary with the chosen method for reduction of gravity.
Theoretically, the computational results in the rcr and LSMA techniques should agree, but numerically significant differences may occur. For a comparative discussion, see Sjöberg (2005) .The most important difference for this study is that the additive correction for the dwc effect to the geoid height by the LSMSA method is numerically much more stable than the dwc effect on the gravity anomaly used in the rcr technique, as discussed in Sect. 4. Interestingly, the LSMSA technique initially uses a Stokes integral with surface gravity anomaly, and this integral is the same as the zero-order solution in the quasigeoid determination by Molodensky's technique (Molodensky et al. 1962) .
The determination of the quasi-geoid

Molodensky's approach
Molodensky's original approach to quasigeoid height determination (Molodensky et al. 1962 ) is a geometric-physical method that deals with solving a Fredholm integral equation of the second kind over the known surface of the Earth by successive approximations, an iterative procedure whose convergence is doubtful unless the Earth's surface is sufficiently smoothed. For the real topography the solution is definitely divergent. Moritz (1980, Sect. 47) concludes that the Molodensky series can be regarded as an asymptotic series, implying that the iteration improves up to some high order, say n max , beyond which the series diverges. If this is the case, the truncation error below order n max could well be negligible, suggesting that Molodensky's approach is practical. On the other hand, the Earth's surface is partly too rough to allow a sufficiently smooth integration, making the series divergent also at low orders of iteration. This is in agreement with the arguments used by Vanicek et al. (2012) .
Remove-compute-restore technique
The quasi-geoid can also be determined by the rcr technique, which goes back to the method of analytical dwc of the gravity anomaly to sea level (Bjerhammar 1962 and 1963 
where S L (r P , ψ) is the extended, modified Stokes formula and γ is normal gravity at normal height.
As the integration now is carried out over a sphere (in contrast to Molodensky's approach above), there is no convergence problem of the integral. The only substantial problem is the same as with the geoid determination, namely to compute the dwc effect of the gravity anomaly from the surface to the internal (Bjerhammar) sphere. Thus we conclude that from a practical point of view this computational method is at least as simple as that for geoid determination by the rcr technique.
LSMSA technique
The LSMSA technique can also be used for computing the quasigeoid height by the formulã
Note that there is no topographic effect in this equation, because the direct and indirect topographic effects cancel each other. Alternatively, the formula is written as a Stokes integral at point level (Ågren 2004 (Ågren , Sjöberg 2007b (Ågren , Ågren et al. 2009 ):
which uses the original (modified) Stokes formula and a slightly different dwc effect, denoted δζ dwc . For further details, see the next section, where the dwc problem is paid a special attention.
The dwc problem
Here we discuss the downward continuation effects by the rcr and LSMSA methods.
The dwc effect in the rcr technique
For the rcr technique the dwc problem is exactly the same for geoid and quasigeoid determination, as the problem is that of analytically continuing the surface gravity anomaly to sea level approximated by the computational sphere used in Stokes' formula.
The downward continuation of the gravity anomaly to the sphere can be approximated by a Taylor series, but this approach has limited use as the surface radial derivatives can hardly be determined sufficiently accurate. (One way to achieve the derivatives is by Proposition 1 of the Appendix.)
A mathematical rigorous model for the dwc problem is given by
Poisson's integral formula, as first proposed by Bjerhammar (1962) and (1963) . As the downward continued gravity anomaly on the sphere is the unknown under the integral, the formula is a Fredholm integral equation of the first kind and the problem is improperly posed (e.g., Payne 1975 and Hansen 1998) . In the present case this implies that a detailed solution will be sensitive to errors in the data, and the propagated uncertainty will increase with topographic elevation and the resolution requested for the solution. Although the rcr technique uses topographically reduced gravity anomaly data as input (while Bjerhammar used original surface gravity anomaly data), the numerical ill-conditioning of the solution is a severe problem for a high resolution discretized grid step size, e.g., of 30"x 60" as demonstrated by Martinec (1998, Sect. 8.6 .4) using data from the Canadian Rocky Mountains. However, as suggested by Novak et al. (2001) and demonstrated by Kingdon and Vanicek (2011) , the ill-conditioning can be mitigated through regularization, and even without regularization Huang (2002) claimed that the geoid error only reaches a few centimetres in regions with elevations over 3 kilometres. Goli and Najafi (2011) showed that planar approximation of the Poisson equation can considerably speed up the laborious computational process at the prize of about 1 cm additional uncertainty in the geoid height.
The dwc problem by the LSMSA method
In the LSMSA approach the downward continuation effect on the gravity anomaly is directly estimated on the geoid or height
anomaly. This approach is advantageous from the point of view that it avoids the ill-conditioning in the dwc of the gravity anomaly by Poisson's integral. Here we limit the discussion to that on the height anomaly when considering the original approach with a global set of gravity anomalies and no contribution from an EGM.
The preliminary estimator of the height anomaly is Eq. (5) with the dwc error (here considered for the limiting case with σ 0 = σ ; for a more detailed study, see Sjöberg 2007b) dζ dwc = R 4πγ
which can be split into "the spherical shell effect" (dζ Here ∆g * is the downward continued surface gravity anomaly.
By expanding S(r P , ψ), ∆g * and ∆g (r P , Q) as Laplace harmonic series and substituting into Eq. (7) and considering the following relation between the height anomaly harmonic (ζ n ) and gravity anomaly harmonic (∆g * n ):
the spherical shell effect becomes
This formula can be applied numerically by utilizing a high degree EGM such as EGM2008 for estimating ζ n . Alternatively one may expand the term (R/r P ) n+2 a la Taylor to end up with the (truncated) series (Sjöberg 2007b) 
where the second and last terms are not significant at the 1 cm and one mm levels, respectively. The terrain effect can also be estimated by a Taylor series (here limited to first order):
Eqs. (10)-(12) can be applied numerically without problems with respect to the roughness of the terrain. However, what could be required in rough terrain is that the Taylor series in Eq. (12) is extended to second or higher order (which should not imply a problem of convergence). An integral formula for obtaining higher derivatives of the gravity anomaly is given in Appendix.
We now consider the dwc effect in the slightly different approach for height anomaly by Eq. (6). Again we limit the study here to the limiting case with a global Stokes integration. Then the dwc effect can be written (Sjöberg 2007b) dζ dwc = R 4πγ 
Conclusions and final remarks
It is obvious that Molodensky's geometric/physical approach to determine the height anomaly cannot be applied with high accuracy in rough terrain due to convergence problems in the Molodensky series.
The rcr technique has a problem in the analytical downward continuation of the gravity anomaly in rough terrain. Hence, this is a problem both in geoid and quasigeoid determination.
In contrast to the rcr technique, the LSMSA method computes directly the dwc effect on the geoid or quasigeoid height. This procedure is much more stable than computing the dwc effect on the gravity anomaly. In Sect. 4 we have shown that the dwc effect on the height anomaly can be practically handled without any convergence problem related with the terrain. Considering also that the determination of the geoid (in contrast to the quasigeoid) requires information on the topographic density distribution (which is frequently not well known), we conclude that the height anomaly can be determined more accurately than the geoid. As there is a similar problem for the uncertainty in the topographic density distribution in determining orthometric heights (but not for normal heights), we conclude that a normal height system is the best choice for a future height system. Once the normal gravity field is defined, the normal heights and the quasigeoid can be determined without any error stemming from the topographic mass distribution, and the quasigeoid can be estimated more precisely than the geoid as the reference surface.
One aspect on orthometric heights vs. normal heights is also that the latter are smoother (as they are geopotential numbers divided my mean gravity and mean normal gravity, respectively, and normal gravity is the smoother of the two quantities), which makes sense, e.g., when interpolating between data points. On the other hand, the geoid, being an equipotential surface of the Earth's gravity field, is smoother than the quasigeoid surface.
Vanicek P., Kingdon R. and Santos M., 2012, Geoid versus quasigeoid: a case of physics versus geometry, Contr. Geophys. Geod. 42, 1, 101-117.
APPENDIX
From Heiskanen and Moritz (1967, p. 38) one obtains the radial derivative of the disturbing potential T (or any harmonic function) on the sphere of radius Rby the following surface integral:
( ∂T ∂r
where l 0 = 2R sin (ψ/2) .
Notation: g (k) = ∂ k ∆g/∂r k .
The following proposition was derived by Sjöberg (2007b) .
Proposition .1.
Under spherical approximation it holds that
Proof. Under spherical approximation it holds that
from which follows that U = r k g (k) is a harmonic function. Hence by putting U = T and R = r P in Eq. (A1) the proposition follows.
